
 

 

 

-What is unique about the colours? 

 

We at RANGIORA FESTIVAL OF COLOUR believe in the manufacturing and supply of healthy, natural and completely safe colours. 

We have had our supplier test the  colours  for Non-toxicity, Skin Friendliness and ensured they are free from Heavy Metals (EN 

71-3). All our their certifications have been from SGS International certified laboratories. 

 

- What are the Ingredients of the Colour? 

 

Our colours are made up of Corn Starch (Zea Mays) and Food Grade Dye. As both the ingredients are natural the colours are 

100% safe. 

 

- Are the colours safe? 

 

The Powder is completely Food grade (edible) product and the ingredients we use, are of highest quality standard. Our colours 

are 100% safe. 

 

- Is it safe for children? 

 

Yes, our Colours are safe for children too. 

 

- Is your product environment friendly or eco-friendly? 

 

The base of our colour is Corn Starch which is completely natural so our colours are eco friendly as well as bio degradable. 

 

- Is your colours stain free? 

 

Yes, our colours are stain free. You can easily wash off the colour by warm water from your cloths, grass, face etc 

 

- Will the colour wash off skin/out of hair? 

 

Yes, our colours are stain free and do not react with skin. Though our colours are stain free still we suggest you apply a 

moisturizer on face & hands as well as wear a cap or headgear (specially people with blonde hair). 

 

- What if it gets in our eyes? 

 

We suggest guests/participants wear sunglasses at the festival, which will reduce the chances of colours getting inside the eyes. 

However, our Colours are natural so rinse your eyes with water, if colour gets inside the eyes. 

 

- Can we eat the colours? 

 

Not recommended. Colours are completely safe but the taste of colours is not great!  So just wear the colours, don’t eat them. 

 

- Can we inhale it? 

 

No. No side effects will occur even if you inhale, but better to take precautions and wear nose masks to avoid inhalation if you 

have a concern. 

SAFETY OF THE COLOURS 


